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McCoy Pleased As War Department Inspection Ends
BOB POPE T8 PLAY
Prices Announced
Way Names
Excellent Rating Is
ForJr.-Sr.
FOR JUNIOR-SENIOR
Officials Of
Foreseen By Officials HERE NEXT FRIDAY
Taps Editor
1937 Annual
DECORATIONS FEATURE
ANNUAL DANCE SERIES

INSPECTION IS ENDED
WITH TACTICS DRILL

Official Announcement of
Results to Be Made When
Final Results are Tabulated
Although final results had not
been tabulated and no definite
statement was made, indications
at noon today as the annual inspection of the ROTC unit here
drew to a close were that Clemson would again retain her rating of excellent.
Major Frank -L. McCoy of
Greenville, the inspecting officer,
expressed himself as well pleased
with the corps. Particularly impressive were the high marks
made on the theory quizzes. Although reports from some classes
were yet to come, the total average was well over the required
mark of 80.
The inspection was concluded
today at one o'clock with the
demonstration of military tactics
by a picked war strength company. Official announcement of
the results of the inspection will
probably be made within the next
(Continued on page seven)

EDUCATION GROUP TO
INDUCT FOUR SENIORS
Alpha Tau Alpha Takes In
Rochester, Bailey, Herlong and Ponder
INITIATION BEGINS
At a recent meeting of the
Alpha Tau Alpha, national Agricultural
Education
fraternity,
four outstanding students of the
Agricultural School were pledged
to the organization.
Informal
initiation for the pledges began
Tuesday morning.
The pledges include O. J. Rochester, senior, R. W.
Bailey,
senior, Frank Herlong, Jr., H. E.
Ponder, Jr.
All the boys are
students in Agricultural Education.
The formal initiation will be
held in two weeks, followed by a
banquet in the college banquet
hall.
(3. V. Knight, who is president
of the fraternity stated that next
years officers would be elected
soon.

By Their Words
I'd rather Ibe
Heaven.

here

than

in

—Rhyne
You can see my bullet scar for
a dime.
—Ramsey
You can't get out of here early
by shuffling your feet.
—Holmes

|

Central | Dance Association
Sponsors Saturday Night
Dance; Many Expected

As the high spot of a weekend
of festivities, the (junior class
pays its tribute to the departing seniors with the presentaI tion of the annual Junior-iSenior.
j The dance, an event which is al' ways anticipated with much pleaj sure, will be held the night of
| May 10 immediately following
the Moonlight Parade. The series of dances will be concluded
with an informal dance Saturday
night. Junior class members have
spared no effort to make this
series one of the reason's outstanding social events and every
attempt has been made to present an original and distinctive
decorative scheme and to present other innovations for the
pleasure of the dancers. A distinct innovation is the proposed
(Continued on page two)
WILLIAM POLK

Jones Appointed
Alpha Zeta Head

5000 EXPECTED FOR
HUGE PAGEANT HERE

Due to Moonlight Parade
coming the same night as
Junior-Senior, uniforms for
the affair are as follows: Seniors and Juniors: blouse and
white ducks with sash (Seniors over shoulder, juniors around waist), mess jackets,
tux, or linen suits; Sophomores and Freshmen: blouse
and grey trousers with dress
belt, mess jackets, tux, or
linen suits.
There will be no block admissions and prices will be
$1.25 Friday, and $1.00 Saturday night.
As was previously announced only seniors and juniors will be allowed to have dates for the
Friday night dance. Others
may have dates for the informal hop Saturday night
which is sponsored by CDA
and the social frats on the
campus.
Instead of a tea dance,
there will be a short concert
by Pope and his orchestra in
the college chapel Saturday
afternoon.

Moonlight Parade
To Be May Eighth
Annual Spring Affair to
Draw Hundreds of Guests
To Local Campus

THIRD
PARADE
Officials Announce All Arrangements
Completed
Hendricks, Floyd, Baskin,
The third annual Moonlight
for Fort Hill Spectacle
and Lewis to Hold
Parade will be held here Friday
Here
May
5-6
Other Offices
night, May 8, with Miss Sara
Thompson of Anderson reviewCAST OF 800
At a r^ent meeting the local
ing the Cadet Corps as the new
chapter of Alpha Zeta, national
regimental commander.
The Calhoun-Clemson-Fort Hill
honorarv scholastic agricultural
This unique and gala event
fraternity, J. W. Jones of Green- Pageant, sponsored by the local was inaugurated in 1934 with
ville was elected chancellor for chapter of the TJ. D. C, and un- Miss Julia Elizabeth McLaurin
next year to succeed M. C. Chap- der the direction of Harrington- of Lancaster as the first honman of Pendleton. Jones takes Russell, Inc., of Asheville, will orary colonel. Miss Junia Boyd
over his official duties the first be presented on Riggs Field here of Winthrop held this office in
Tuesday and Wednesday, May 5 1935.
part of next year.
Other officers elected at the and 6.
Immediately following this feaThe two performances will con- ture will be the first of the
meeting of the organization include: E. B. Baskin of Bishop- sist of a series of dramatic epi- Junior-Senior dance series, where
ville, censor; E. H. Floyd of Ai- sodes evolving about the old the new Cadet Colonel will be in
ken, scribe; F. H. Lewis of Loris, John C. Calhoun Mansion, Fort the receiving line to meet memtreasurer and J. R. Hendricks Hill, and its relationship to the bers of the faculty and honor
friendship of Calhoun and Thos. guests; here Miss Thompson will
of Pickens, chronicler.
Members of the advisory com- Clemson, founder of the college. be presented to the commissioned
mittee elected to serve with the The proceeds of the pageant are staff of officers and Company
officials of the organization in- to be used to further restoration Commanders.
clude Professor R. R. Ritchie of of the famed home.
A large crowd from Greenville,
Elaborate Minuet
the animal husbandry departAnderson, Spartanburg, and othAn outstanding feature of the er nearby cities is expected for
ment, chairman; Professor J. L.
(Continued on page two)
Fulmer of the agricultural ecothis unusual event.
nomics department, and Dr. J.
B. Bdmond of the horticulture
department.

SWEARINGEN \ ELECTED
DAIRY CLUB LEADER
At a recent meeting of the
Clemson College dairy club the
officers for next year were elected. These newly elected officers
are to take over their official
duties the first of the month.
W. R. Swearingen of Trenton
was elected president of the organization to succeed W. A. King
of Due West. J. F. Norris of
Belton was elected vice-president
and W. M. DuPre is to take over
the duties of the secretary-treas■urer.

Wilkie Pleased As Band Changes
5 To Three-Quarter Time Rhythm

By Uncle Wilkie
'All was lost at Waterloo
Drums rolled—Trumpets blew
And Rhythm Saved the World—'
With orchestra Readers throughout the nation proclaiming the
above
doctrine—that
Rhythm
Saved the World—and backing it
with citations including the roll
of drums at Waterloo and the
blare of trumpets at Jericho to
prove it, the Wilkie Welfare
Workers have definitely reached
the conclusion that rhythm plays
an important part in everyone's
life and that more attention

should be paid to this important
principle at Olemson. After extentive research work based on
the recent innovations of our
beloved Band, the Welfare Workers have definitely reached the
conclusion that the Band plays an
influential part in the life of the
cadet corps, and that their recent
policy of rendering music of a
less militaristic type is one to be
commended.
At one of our recent practice
inspections on Bowman Field,
(Continued on page tiro)

T. I. MARTIN ELECTED
BUSINESS MANAGER
Nine Otherl Juniors Given
Executive Positions on
Next Year's Annual
According to an announcement
issued today, Wm. Folk, prominent junior will succeed George
Way as editor of Taps, Clemson
yearbook. T. I. Martin was named business manager to succeed
F. V. Tribble.
Folk is one of the most outsanding members of his class.
He was recently pledged by Blue
Key and Scabbard and Blade, national honor frats, and is a
member of Tau Beta Pi, engineering fraternity.
Folk is an
honor student in the electrical
engineering division, and holds
the military rank of first-sergeant. He is a native of Moncks
Corner.
(Continued on page eight)

ANNUAL HONOR DAY
OBSERVEDJ0NDAY
Dr. J. C. Kinard to Be Guest
Speaker For Scholarship
Exercises
DANIEL IN CHARGE
According to an announcement
issued early this week by G. B.
Metz, college registrar, the Fifth
Annual Scholarship Day Program
will be observed in the college
auditorium Monday, May 4 at
noon.
Announcements will be made
at that time of those students
who have attained high scholastic honors for the work of ths
previous year.
Announcements
will also be made of those who
have been elected to honorary
societies and those who have won
the various prizes offered for
scholarship attainments during
the previous semester.
Kinard To Speak
Dean D. W. Daniel, of the
School of General Science, an(Continued on p*ge two)

TWO JUNIORS ATTEND
CAMP IN MARYLAND
Official announcement has been
made by the Military Department that two memhers of the
junior ROTC at Clemson will attend the summer Chemical Warfare Camp at Fort Arsenal, in
Maryland this summer.
The two men designated as appointees from Clemson are R. B.
Wearn of Newberry and E. P.
Ward of Graniteville.
The
Chemical Warfare camp will last
for a period of six weeks and
will open immediately after college is out.
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WILKIE IS PLEASED Newberry College
BOB POPE TO PLAY Clemson Representatives Attend
President Speaks
First Intercollegiate 4-H Conference
FOR JUNIOR-SENIOR
WITH BAND MUSIC
(Continued from page one)
plan of having Boh Pope's noted
orchestra present a concert in
Chapel Saturday in place of the
customary tea dance.
Noted Orchestra
In presenting Boh Pope's famous Victor Recording Artists,
the junior class has obtained the
services of one of the South's
outstanding orchestras. Pope, a
recognized artist himself, has
brought together a group of rhythm artists who combine youth,
personality and an undying ambition to remain at the top of
the ladder.
In the few short
months that they1 have played
southern territory, Pope's musicians, through a series of radio
broadcasts, commercial engagements, and college dance tours,
have endeared themselves to
Southland's dance public, In addition to its numerous broadcasts, dance tours, etc., the band
has gained much fame as a recording orchestra, latest statistics revealing that Bob Pope's
recordings are among Victor'*
leading sellers.
Outstanding Vocalists
Clemson audiences need no introduction to Boh Pope's noted
vocalists—Nolan Canova and Dixie Lee Southern.
Canova, the
winner of the Atwater-Kent audition for the state of Florida
in 193 3, has a remarkable tenor
voice which has won for him the
widespread acclaim of every audience.
Miss Southern, a true
daughter of the ISouth, not only
has a marvellous voice, (but her
personality is the type that attracts all people with whom she
comes in contact. Her renditions
of both hot and sweet numbers
is the type so much in demand
in today's dance circles.

Group of Twenty-Four Students Go to Aiken for
Three-Day Meet

Clemson Pageant
Here Next Week

(Continued from page oae)
the campus was suddenly rocked
with a tremor reminiscent of the
Gainesville tragedy. This time,
however, the blast was not one
of nature's forces in conflict—
ibut a resounding blast created
by our own musicians. Cadets
wilting in the noonday sun snapped erect, N.C.O.'s drowsing on
the halls rushed to windows, and
inspectors stopped in their tracks
to determine the cause of the
unseemly noise.
The die was
cast, however, and our musicians
were not to be daunted. The
sonorous blast was followed by a
soul-stirring overture which in
turn developed into the soothing
strains of "Neopolitan Nights".
The effect of the music was magical. As the wind-jammers nonchalantly played on, cadets ceased watching the tower clock and
cursing and turned to pleasant
day-dreaming.
Under the spell
of an "Oh nights of slendor"
chorus,
sun-scorched
Bowman
Field became a verdant meadow.
Even grim faced inspectors softened a little. Thus by the action

"*

(Continued from page one)
nounces that Dr. J. C. Kinard,
president of Newberry College at
Newberry will be the principal
speakei for the occasion, speaking on the subject "The Value of
Higher Education."

Last Wleek twenty-four members of the Clemson College 4-H
.(Continued from page one) •
Club attended the first inter-collegiate 4-H Club Conference ever pageant will be the minuet scene
of some unsung hero, our Band
held in South Carolina, and per- which will immediately follow
set a new and welcome precedent
haps the first in the south, at the Anna Galhoun-Thos. Clemson
and transformed a ghastly ordeal
conference opened Friday morn- wedding scene, and which will
into an experience that was aling April 24 and continued take place in front of a life-size
most enjoyable.
through the following Sunday.
replica of Fort Hill, now nearFeeling as they do that there
Three South Carolina colleges ing completion in the fieldhouse.
is a definite need oif more rhythm
were represented at the conclave Thirty-two campus and Anderin our life at Clemson, the Wilkand several institutions from son girls and hoys from the cadet
ie Welfare Workers are staunchGeorgia. Clemson had the larg- corps are to present the minuet,
ly in favor of the Band's new
est representation of any college and will wear the picturesque
technique— the rendering of
in the state, sending 24; Win- costumes of the period, 1838.
songs of a more popular type
throp college sent fourteen deleTwo of the other most outand sincerely wish that the outgates and Columbia College three standing scenes of the spectacle
fit continue the good work that
Eight students from out of the will be the episode showing the
it started in recent weeks. Some
state were present for the event. signing of the peace treaty beof the more radical members
A program of serious study tween the Indians and the early
have suggested that Shands, our
and discussions was carried out white settlers of this region; and
Epic Poet, turn out a few sentithroughout the entire meeting as the closing scene, in which a
mental ditties to he played as
well as educational recreation. group of Clemson cadets pay a
we march to Mess Hall such as
Notable among the discussions tribute to Fort Hill.
In the
"Dinner for A Thousand, Please'
were those led by Dr. E. H. Peace-Treaty scene, the part of
Harcombe', or a weekend song
Shinn, U. S. Department of Agri- General Andrew Pickens is* to Ibe
"Alone at a Tahle for Two Hunculture, on the Extension Service taken by Prof. John Lane of the
and on What College 4-H Clubs local faculty, and he will be asdred".
Can Do; Dr. S. M. Derrick, Uni- sisted in the act by several citiversity of South Carolina, on zens of Seneca. The Junior PlaYour Vocation, and H. M. Pat- ' toon has been designated to make ft
rick, IState Industrial
School, the kneeling salute to the CalFlorence, on Youth and Religion; houn Mansion in the last episode.
,The conference was under the
direction of Mrs. Harriet JohnDress (Rehearsal Soon
son, state girls' club agent, asAn ensemble dress rehearsal
WASHING — POLISHING — GREASING
sisted by Leon Clayton, assistant is to be held on Riggs Field Satstate hoys' club agent, Miss Mary urday afternoon, in which all of
Shaw Gillam, clothing specialist, the scenes will be run through.
A. H. "Ward, Aiken District Agent Complete equipment for lighting
and other Clemson and Winthrop and sound has been secured, and
specialists.
As program charty will be placed on the field by the
men W. A. King of Clemson and end of the week. Fifteen loudof the Clemson and Winthrop speakers have been obtained to
Miss Evelyn Patterson, presidents aid the sound effects while the
LEWIS ANDERSON, Manager
College 4-H Clubs were respon- lighting problem will be amply
sible for the conducting of the taken care of by many arc- and <qtfMHM>raig!Wgtgl[gliaH^
daily activities at the conference. spot-lights.

SINCLAIR SERVICE STATION

Sinclair Gas* Oils, Cup Grease

Will Appreciate Your Business

A -LIGHT SMOKE
OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TOBACCO
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Each Puff
I smoke for pleasure,
my minds at rest
I smoke X/uckies
a Light Smoke of rich,
ripe-bodied tobacco
it's toasted'
Recent chemical tests show*
that other popular brands
have an excess of acidity
over Lucky Strike of from
53"; to 100?.
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Hundreds Participate In Local Y. M. C. A. Activities
DR= SIXES PORTRAYS Intramural Sports Program Proves
Great Aid in Physical Recreation
LASTING EFFECTS OF
Immense Growth Noted in
LANHAM ANNOUNCES
Program;
LIFE ATJLUE RIDGE Recreational
Important Phase of
Student Life
HANDBOOK PROGRESS
College
President
Urges
Young Men to Attend
Annual Summer Assembly
VALUABLE TRAINING
By Dr. E. W. Sikes
Young men and young women
are consciously and unconciously
influenced by leaders. Being in
the presence of some men is ennobling. From Lee and Jackson
went forth something that was
not seen but eflt. The secret of
Blue Ridge comes from the leaders. It has been the great fortun of those who have spent
some days there to come under
the influence of such men. The
humble faithfulness of a Doctor
Weatherford or a scholarly attainment of a Doctor Kealer
leave an abiding influence. The
subjects they handle and the
way they handle them refresh
and stimulate and guide youth.
The assembling of young men
from various colleges in a spiritual atmosphere rouses the best.
There is some good in everyone
but this god often lie sdormant.
To bring it out, nothing equals
companionship. Inheritance may
fail, instruction may not instruct, but the company kept is
never neutral; it elevates or declines. The associations formed
at Blue Ridge energize but do
not enervate.
It has been a
power house for college campuses, a service station that recharged many a battery.
Youth is repelled by affection
in religion. Youth is quick to
see pretense and display while
hyprocrisy is offensively repulsive. At Blue Ridge the life is
normal, free and wholesome. You
do not have to appear good, but
sanctimonious.
Exhuberant life
flows everywhere, and no one
thinks you are going to the
Devil because you disagree with
him. There is no monastic seclusion, no Simon Stylities on
his pillar, no Flaffelants with
stinging last. The religious life
is buoyant and exhilirating. Fortunate is the young collegian
who sees life envisaged in this
way.
(Continued on page six)

Many Participate
In Weeklv Socials
Executive YMCA Officials
Are Lauded on Successful Management of
Socials
Beginning this year an entirely new form of entertainment on
the campus, the officials of the
YMCA have endeavored to introduce a series of informal socials which are given by the Y
to groups of students and facutly
members. More than a hundred
of these socials have been lauded
over their successful outcome
throughout the past few months
by both students and faculty.
According to P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the
local YMCA organization, and
who is in direct charge of these
socials, more than eighteen hundred members of the student
body and faculty have been entertained by the Y this year, it
is the aim of the Y to entertain every member of the student body and faculty at at
least one of these socials during
the year.
The usual program carried out
at these informal gatherings consists of a meeting in the clubrooms where the visitors are entertained with some form of amusement and usually a short
talk by some outstanding member of the group and Mr. Holtzendorff. Following this refreshments are served and the visitors are entertained at a picture
or they may make use of the
othr forms of entertainment offered by the Y which are placed
at their disposal.

BEGAN

IN

Y Secretary

Thousands of College Students Attend Annual
Summer Leadership
Training School

1931

Active Work on YMCA Publication Begins; Many
The Intramural Sports ProChanges to be Made
gram sponsored by the local YM
CA under the directorship of the
ANNUAL PUBLICATION
Intramural
Governing
Board
which is composed of an IntraAccording to an announcemural Director and a Company
Athletic Officer from each com- ment recently made by Ben T.
pany, is very fundamentally serv- Lanham newly apponted editoring an important need for or- in-chief of the Clemson College
ganized physical recreation for Handbook for the -1936-37 isthe entire student 'body.
It is sue, work has actively begun on
considered one of the most im- the publication and all the maportant phases of student life at terial will be in the hands of the
printers by the first of June and
Clemson.
the handbooks Will be ready for
Began in 1981
The history of Intramural issueing by the first of next
Sports shows that it is a rela- September.
Committee Named
tively new development.
FootThe committee named to assist
ball, tennis, baseball and track
were the first sports to be in- the editor in the publication of
augurated at Clemson. Varsity the handbook consists of W. K.
sports were first placed on an Lewis, H. T. Malone, L. E. Terorganized basis in 1896 by Dr. rell, J. C. Wilkinson, J. F. NorW. M. Riggs, who for many years ris and J. J. Moorhead. All of
was president of the college. It these men are actively engaged
was not until 1931 that Intra- in the work of the local YMCA
mural Sports were placed on an organization and most of them
organized basis by the Clemson are members of their respective
class councils and several of
College YMCA.
them are members of the YMCA
Voluntary Participation
Since 1931 Intramural Sports Cabinet.
Changes To Be Made
have grown to be a vital educaThe next .issue of this handtional factor in the College curriculum.
More than two-thirds book, according to the newly apof the students at Clemson now pointed Editor will be somewhat
participate in one or more of the different in its make-up from
sports offered on the Intramural those issued for the past several
Program.
Participation is en- years. The 1936-37 issue is to
tirely voluntary. Students are contain seven sections, two or
encouraged to play for the physi- which are entirely new and difcal benefits regardless of their ferent from those previously used
abilities or skill. The Intramu- in the handbook. The contents
ral Governing Board maps out of the publication consists of
Informathe policies and functions of the General Information,
program.
Team managers are tion To Freshmen, The College,
in direct charge of their respec- The Military, The YMCA, Fraternities, Publications, Societies
tive teams.
Through the keen foresight of and Clubs, and AtMetics.
Published Annually
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff and under
The Clemson College Handthe direction of Freddie Kirchner the program of Intramural book is a publication published
Sports now at Clemson has been annually by the Young Men's
made possible. Much of the suc- Christian Association at Clemson
cess of this program is due to by the student members under
the advisership of one of the Y
(Continued on page six)
secretaries.
This publication is
published primarily for the good
of the incoming freshman class.

STUDENT PRESIDENTS
TO MEETJN AUGUST Y Swimming Pool

Blue Ridge Officials' Announce Training Courses
to Be Offered at Graduate School
SIMPSON TO ATTEND
According to an announcement
from Blue Ridge officials the
summer school this summer will
again include a course for student YMCA and YW1CA presidents. The camp opens immediately after school closes and
continues for a period of three
months. The special President's
training school will come in the
middle of the summer and will
last for a period of approximately two months.
Simpson To Attend
According to P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the
Clemson
association,
Maynard
Simpson of Williamston, next
year's president of the YMCA,
will attend the annual summei
training school session as a
representative of Clemson. The
south was the first region in the
United States to offer such training to student leaders.
The
school at Blue Ridge has been in
operation for eleven successive
years and attracts many southern student Y presidents every
year.
Y Graduate School
The school is operated and
conducted under the auspices of
the YMCA Graduate School with
the full cooperation of the secretaries and the field council of
the National Movement.
The
Graduate School offers annually
several scholarships to cover tuition so that the entire expense
of the summer session is very
small for those attending.

Open to Students

GENERAL SECRETARY
OUTLINES BENEFITS
AT ROYALJETREAT

BLUE RIDGE CAMP
Preston Brooks Holtzendorff,
General Secretary of the
Clemson Y. M. C. A., and a
true friend to all Clemson men.
He is being highly commended
for the admirable work he has
done in the Y while at dem
son.

Many Celebrities
Appear at Vespers
Famed Speakers and Renowned Musicians Feature
Weekly Services In Y
Auditorium
Since the beginning of the
school year approximately twenty
thousand persons have attended
the vesper programs at the College YMCA.
More than fifty
different programs have been delivered since the beginning of
the school year with more than
thirty outstanding speakers and
prominent musicians appearing
on the programs,
vices.
Some of the more outstanding
speakers appearing on the programs thus far this year include:
Dr. E. W. Sikes, college president; Gene Turner, YMCA Secretary to China; Wiade Perry, former Y president; C. J. Carpenter of Union; J. O. Smith of
Laurens; John Townsend of Pelzer; Dr. R. C. McQuilkin of Columbia; J. C. Littlejohn, college business manager; S. J. L.
Crouch of Clemson; and many
others.
Other than these speakers appearing at the vespers there have
been many programs delivered
by some of the most outstandingcolleges in the southern states.
Among them are Winthrop, Lander, Converse, Anderson, G. "W.
C, U. of Georgia, Georgia Tech.,
Virginia, Brenau, Davidson and
many others.

By P. B. Holtzendorff
Blue Ridge is the Mecca of
all Southern college students. For
24 years groups of college men
and women have gathered for
this royal retreat of the South.
The place was orginally found
that college men and women
might go there for inspiration,
recreation, and fellowship. During these 24 summers more than
20,000 collegians have found joy
and uplift at this spot. One student put it this way: "A period
at Blue Ridge is worth a half
year at college without any exams at the end." Another student, now a Ph.D. and professor
at the University of Chicago,
said, "I still maintain my stay
at Blue Ridge was the great single period of my life." Dr. Moit
the world traveler and student
worker once said that Blue Ridge
has the best equipped conference
grounds in the world. To spend
ten days there in fellowship with
representatives from 100 other
colleges is to live a year in ten
days, so rich is this eriod in
vision, understanding, and outlook.
Thousands of young people
are renewed, in mind, body and
spirit at Blue Ridge every summer. Located in the heart of
the most rugged section of the
Blue Ridge Mountains, it is the
ideal vacation spot of North Carolina—the summer playground of
the South.
The estate covers
sixteen hundred acres of virgin
forest, with crystal-clear streams,
and hillsides gorgeous with massse of rhododendron, azalea, and
mountain laurel. On your own
ground are tennis courts, volley
ball courts, a beautiful lake for
swimming, boating and fishing;
and miles of shady wodland
trails for horseback riding and
for hiking. Every convience is
available— comfortable rooms
with or without baths; cozy
housekeeping cottages; efficiency
apartments; and an abundance
(Continued on page six)

TRUSTEES CONSIDER Y Entertainments
Are Great Success
ENLARGEMENT PLAN Weekend Socials Contribute

Hundreds of Students Enjoy
Benefits of Local Pool as
Source of Physical
Building Committee Submits
Recreation
Much to the Social Life
Plans to Trustees for
On the Clemson
SMALL CAPACITY
Enlarging Present
Campus
Y Auditorium
Beginning in September two
Every year hundreds of Clemyears ago under the supervision
son students enjoy the benefits of
LONG-FELT NEED
of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Crawford,
the YMCA swimming pool as a
source of recreation. This pool
A Building Committee com- a series of informal dances and
is also used by the college swim- posed of Dean S. B. Earle of the socials, sponsored by companies
ming team for both practice and School of Engineering, chairman; and other groups of students and
for meets. The aquatic team is J. C. Littlejohn, G. H. Aull, B. campus residents, and presented
coached by P. B. Holtzendorff, O. Williams, and P. B. Holtzen- by the YMCA, has become one
General Secretary of the local as- dorff, named by the governing of the most important factors in
sociation and has for the past board of the Clemson YMCA is social life on the Clemson camfour years held the state record. now considering plans for the ,pus.
These weekend entertainments
Can Freshmen Swim?
enlargement of the present audiheld in the club room of the Y
The Y pool is comparatively torium in the Y.
small, being only sixty feet by
Dean Earle has submitted sev- building are giving in an attempt
twenty feet, and having a capaci- eral blue prints for the consid- to meet the long-felt need for
ty of 72,000 gallons of water, eration of the members of the social activities on the campus.
yet by means of continous cir- committee and the college ad- Because of the steady growth of
culation and filtration this small ministrative officials. It is quite interest in these socials by the
body of water serves as a place possible that the much needed members of the student body,
where students are tested an- addition will be made within the the executive officials of the asnually for their ability to swim. next few months provided the sociation have mede every posLast year, out of a freshman plans are approved by the Board ' sible effort toward making them
class of more than six hundred, of Trustees and that financial ar- a success.
The chief feature that comonly thirty-three were unable to rangements can be made for the
pass the test.
retirement of this indebtedness. mends these small gatherings is
Swimming Team
A larger auditorium is very the fact that people may get to
The Clemson swimming team much neded at Clemson as has know each other better. Musifor four successive years holder beer evidenced by the overcrowd- cal programs, round dancing,
of the State Championship and ed conditions existing as present. stunts and games, are all parThe round dance
last year a close contender for Visiting musicians on the campus ticipated in.
the Southern Conference Cham- on Sunday afternoon and night is generally a favorite among the
pionship trains in the Y pool. vesper programs, free picture college students, although visitDuring the summer months, the programs and other gatherings ing groups have shown preferY pool is the scene of enjoy cannot be held under the present ence for other forms of enterment and spirited activities on conditions
with
satisfaction. tainment.
the part of a large number ot These overcrowded conditions exboys and girls who live on the ist largely as a result of the
Thirty Princeton students have
campus or come to the Y from immence increase in the enroll- qualified for that university's
nearby towns.
ment during the past few years. new "no-course" plan of study.
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THE CLEMSON "Y"
The first Young Men's Christian Association was organized in London, England, by a group of 12 young men called
together by George Williams, a clerk in
a drapery establishment. By 1850 the
movement had spread to the American
continent and is now established in more
than sixty countries. Soon after Clemson
College was established, a student association was organized and since that time
has made a steady growth. Today more
than 1200 students are members of the
Clemson College Young Men's Association, with more than 600 taking an active
part in the work of the organization.
The personnel of the local organization
consists of a Board of Directors which is
a self-perpetuating body, composed of 12
men. This Board has supervision over
the building, the financial policies of the
Association, and the work of the General
Secretary. The employed staff, the student officers and the student council are
in direct charge of the operation of the
Association and all religious activities are
carried out through this body.
The Y. M. C. A. seal bears the words:
Spirit, Mind, and Body. The local Association under the leadership of P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary, Messrs. Kirchner and Cooper and Mrs. McCaw, make
it possible for the Clemson YMCA to take
the leading role in the development of a
well-rounded student, not only along spiritual lines, but physically, mentally and
morally.
Aside from the religious activities,
the YMCA provides many forms of social
and recreational life that the Clemson
student would not otherwise have. The
weekend socials and the intramural sports
program sponsored by the YMCA have
rapidly gained their places among the
leading campus activities and are contributing untold benefits to the entire student
body and faculty.
Clemson students are enabled to pass
off many hours of their leisure time in
a pleasant atmosphere through the facilities of the local Association. The swimming pool, the picture show, ping pong
and pool tables, the bowling alleys, the
miniature basketball court, and the intramural sports all of which are operated
under the auspices of the organization
have proven their worth during the past
few years.
A challenge to adventurous thinking
and to creative action is the demand of
the YMCA of today. Existing in a world
where new issues continually arise, new
problems emerge, and new resources are
discovered, it is concerned with youth,
which brings to life fresh vision and hope,
and in whose hands lies the making of a
tomorrow. Thus are the problems being
faced by the YMCA leaders today. And
it is in all sincerity that we say that the
Clemson YMCA is doing its part in the
development of young men to cope with
these baffling problems and issues of the
age.
It is in an honest effort towards the

The robins are all here, the flowers
are blooming, and now politics is pushing
its little head up through the moist earth.
Spring is at hand.
More cheerful to us than the appearance of the birds and flowers is the appearance of politics. The students actually seem interested in the coming class elections, there is even some mud-slinging and
back-biting going on. Three parties have
already organized with a full list of candidates for the senior class offices and
more are coming to light every day. That
is as it should be.
For too many years the students here
have evidenced but slight interest in the
elections. They have calmly stood by
while a few professional politicians put
their men in office year after year. It is
true that the majority of the officers have
been good men, but that can't continue
forever. At no other school in the country could an organization like the Grey
Friars, the infamous policial group which
ran the school several years ago, exist.
The Grey Friars thrived on student apathy, and that apathy still exists. Had it
not been for dissention in their own ranks
they would probably still be on hand today.
When we read editorials in other
college papers deploring campus politics
we wonder just what their problem is.
We deplore the lack of politics here. Even
filthy politics is better than none at all.
After all, there is not a man who won't
have to play the game when he gets out
of college, and it seems to us that he
should 'be given some training in practical politics while it is safely tucked away where there is nothing of great importance hinging on his decisions. There
is no better political laboratory than the
college campus. And Clemson's advantages are certainly being wasted.
Now it seems that the students are
becoming interested in their political problems. We hope that interest won't burn
out too soon. We would like to see mud
fly, fist-fights on the chapel floor, stump
speeches. . . anything but the apathy that
now exists.
The other day we were astounded to
hear a voice at our side saying, "Good
morning. . . Have a stick of Beech-Nut
gum. . . It's good for your digestion. . .
Thank you". We turned around, and beheld a lovely young lady in a bright green
and red uniform offering us a stick of
gum.

Collegiate Press
By B. N. Skardon

'

Sponsored by campus organizations, the Peace
Strike at Woman's College of the University of North
Carolina was carried out in all seriousness with flashy
placards, fierv slogans, and a parade by the entire student body. Student leaders gave short talks, each expounding upon some phase of war.. The demonstration was climaxed with five tableaux presented on the
stage depicting the results of war.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

A sophomore at the University of Kentucky who
became dissatisfied with the horseracing games brought
to him by his father who has been in the toy and
novelty business for years, received notice that his own
invention, "The American Derby", has been sold to a
New York concern and would be marketed.
Of course, there is always a better way.
COLLEGIATE PRESS

When attempting to sell a young married lady a
home, the real estate salesman received the following
setback: "A home? Why do I need a home? I was
born in a hospital, educated in a college, courted in an
automobile, and married in a church; I live out of the
delicatessen and paper bags; I spend my mornings at
the golf course, my afternoons at the bridge table, my
evenings at the movies; when I die I am going to be
buried at the undertaker's. All I need is a garage".
COLLEGIATE PRESS

Admitting that he had "lifted" his $5000 prizewinning essay from a mazagine, Lloyd Lewis, Plattsburg, Mo., high school youth, turned the Eddie Cantor
peace essay contest into a farce. Lewis visited Cantor
in New York and was given a round of entertainment
before the judges found that Lewis had copied the
article from the "Peace Direct". It was written by a
university.

development of a greater Clemson that
the officials of the Local YMCA ask the
wholehearted support of every student
and faculty member in carrying out its
immense program. The Local YMCA deserves all the credit it is given and more.
—B. T. L.

Talk Of The Town
DANCE WEEKEND
Cars rolling up, loaded to the
gunwales with luggage and frantically waving girls. . ■ boys
grinning awkwardly as they greet
girls dismounting from the 'bus.
. . boys waiting for the train to
get in the station and pretending
to be bored. . . "Has anybody
seen my date?" . . • dust. . .
piles of suitcases. . . the sudden
changed appearance of the campus as dresses make bright splashes of coli-i- against the green. . .
freshmen nurrying up from the
cleaners with tuxedoes hanging
on coat-hangers on their backs.
. . boys standing, hat on back of
head, foot on running-board talking to girls in cars. . . "Miss
Smith, this is my roommate". . .
cars beginning to jam in front
of the hostess houses. . . unusually loud hum of conversation at
supper and a general feeling of
suppressed excitement. . . "Hey
Bill, your date's down here". . .
lights flashing on in long even
rows of windows. . . radios blaring. . . a stiff shirt and a bottle
of whiskey side by side on a
table. . . "You don't know whether my date is here yet, do you?"
. . . shower rooms filled with
laughing boys, talking to each
other over the sound of the water
and through the steam. . . fingers
prying necks into tight stiff collars. . . "Go ahead and get your
date and then pick us up. Mary's
never ready". . . long lines of
cars converging on the fieldhouse. . . honking horns and
crumpling fenders. . . the strangely muted sound of music floating out through the open windows. . . the steady click as tickets are clamped on silk lapels.
. . . people jammed around the
check-room. . . "Hello, darling.
I didn't know you were coming
up tonight". . . necks craning
at first sight of the decorations.
. . . chaperones sitting around
the walls. . . little groups of
people talking and laughing very
loudly, boys slapping their legs
and bending over. . . belles of
the ball closing in toward the
orchestra pit. . . boys carefully
placing their 'best girls on the
edge of the floor. . . "I never
can rememiber no-breaks". .
sudden rising mumble of talk
as the music ends. . . the stag
line, fringing the floor, stepping
on freshly lit cigarettes as the
music starts and they plunge
into the mob. . . "Sorry, but I
just killed it. 'See Joe, he's got
a fresh pint". . . sharp, clean
note of a trumpet slicing through
the haze of smoke. . . shrill girl's
laughter. . . boys looking down
into girls' eyes and not talking.
. . hot, shiny Negro faces leering
out of the orchestra pit. . . "And
where are you from, lady?". . .
rush for the door at intermission. . . girls calling to each
other over the heads of the mob
as the jam slowly melts through
the too-narrow opening. . . .
"I'm going with Henry. We'll
see you at the party". . . toostrong highballs and dry sandwiches. . . the floor gradually
refilling after intermission. . .
. . . boys with lipstick on their
collars and girls with mussed
hair. . . "Wuere have you been?
I didn't even know you were up
this weekend". . . blare and
smash of the music over the
hum of conversation and the
noises of a thousand shuffling
feet. . . a compact smashing on
the floor. . . circles appearing
under eyes and lines around
mouths. . . slowing of the music. . . crescendo of noise as the
dance ends. . . people shuffling
tiredly toward the door. . . "Hell,
my date never did get here. Wait
till I get my hands on her". . .
slender, girlish silhouettes showing briefly through thin dresses
as headlight whirl by. . . honking horns. . . people jammed
around drug-store tables eating
sandwiches they don't want. . .
empty bottles. . . parked cars on
dark campus roads. . . noise and
laughter in the hostess houses.
. . "Goodnight, dear, it was
swell" . . . darkness, comparative silence. . . "Is my date up
yet?" . . . boys stretched out on
sofas, eyes closed, waiting. . .
orange-juice, toast, coffee. . .
"Make mine a bromo-seltzer". . .
bright red lips smiling brightly
across tables full of dirty dishes
. . . couples walking around in
the sun. . . girls going to sleep
for an hour before the tea-dance

..that little Nancy of Winthrop
really wanted to know why Maxie Chapman wasn't going to take
her to Taps Ball.
OSCAR SAYS

*

4

__that Rat Colbert Pennington
is now disillusioned over that
Georgia belle who had him so
enthusiastic for awhile.
OSCAR SAYS

.that Pussle Bennett's bat is at
least two sizes too small now
that "his" decorations were so
widely admired.
OSCAR SAYS

..that the Aiken Cotillion Club
had -o dance to records during
the hour it took the Jungaleers
to recuperate.
,
OSCAR SAYS

that the three most disappointed reprobates he ever saw
were the lads who sent a freshman after Big Bill Williams and
got the little colonel.
OSCAR SAYS

..that Barrel Wolfe forsook Polly long enough Saturday night to
retain his title of the busiest
man in school.
OSCAR SAY»

that he likes the story of R.
Sims Campbell who came to
Clemson expressly to take geology under Dr. Rock and who, in
the three years he has been here,
hasn't been able to schedule a
course under him.
OSCAR »AYS

that he extends his heartiest
sympathy to Williamsburg, Va.,
in its coming bereavment when
Pop takes all his architects up
and turns them loose.
OSCAR SAYS

that Pony Cummings, Pal Harmon, and C. C. McMillan met
up with a prize piece of luck
while they were "dressing" for
the dance.
OSCAR SAYS

that, somehow or other, "M"
Company doesn't look as good as
it did last weekend and that
Capt. Tate has a faraway look
in his eye every time he thinks
of his departed charges.
OSCAR SAYS

that he hopes we will have
another excellent ROTC rating
by the time this appears in print
and that the main reason for it
will be the fishing excursion some
of the prize four-year men took.
__

i

OSCAR SAYS

that Rat Craig and Sophomore
Reynolds will tell you that the
Seneca depot is an ideal spot for
spending the rest of the night.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that Oscar, snake that he is,
feels like a perfect gentleman after watching some of the local
Brutuses in action last weekend.
-OSCAR SAYS-

that he has predicted that they
will all start sooner or later,
(Continued on page five)
. . . bleary eyes and pale faces
. . . strange look in daylight of
decorations designed Ifor electric light. . . bored negroes playing hot music with glazed eyes.
. . "I'll swear I hunted all over
the floor for you last night". . .
cars jammed in front of drugstores. . . dopes spilling over
white dresses. . . dinner-parties,
banquets, people beginning to
look gay again. . . trumpets
iblare, saxaphones moan. . . "I
can't remember when I slept
last". . . new faces up for the
final dance. . . light, noise, color,
weary boys sitting around the
walls smoking cigarettes that do
not taste good. . . old grads,
drunk and friendly. . . "Oh, it
can't be over this soon" . . .
"Thank God. I thought it would
never end" . . . parties after the
dance. . . dark roads, the river,
. . "Of course I don't want you
to have a late date, but if you
wan' ^o, go ahead" . . . stags
hanting for parties and late dates
. . . "Good night dear, It was
swell" . . . Sunday morning sunlight. . . breakfast . . . ash-trays
filled with cigarette stubs ringed
with lipstick. . . boys stretched
out in the sun, asleep. . . "I've
got you a ride home at noon or
you^can go back on the bus at
five". . . a few couples wandering
into church. . . wrinkled dresses
■ . • suitcases . . . goodbyes . . .
"I'll write you. It was swell".

<\
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Oscar Says

Membership in the Clemson
(Continued from page four)
YMCA is divided into Active
and Associate, the chief difference being that active member- but Col. Stevenson surprised evship means just what the word erybody and Oscar hopes to bend
implies.
Active members must an elbow with him sometime now
be members of some evangelical that he is one of the legion.
OSCAR SAYS
church and are eligible to hold
office and vote. Those who are —that according to the Daily
interested in the use of the build- Mail Hawk Troutman is big eing and its facilities, but who are nough for two baseball uniforms
not actively engaged in the work and that it's a pity that Coach
of the association are known as Jess didn't think so.
OSCAR SAYS
associate members.
—that Vic Bethea really went in
Fifty Per Cent
When a student registers at for the dances in a serious way
Clemson he is eligible for mem- and that Oscar has heard that
bership campaign is made in bar- he made a host of friends last
racks he has an opportunity to weekend.
OSCAR SAYS
specify whether he desires to be
an active or associate member. —that he wants to congratulate
All Clemson students are accord- Scotty on his speeded-up service.
ed building privileges. This year A rumor is going round that
approximately fifty per cent of somebody got a cheese on rye
students have expressed a desire in less than thirty minutes.
OSCAR SAYS
to be active members. The other fifty per cent is made up lar- —that it must have been the
gely of those students who are victory over Carolina that John
too busy with their activities to Richey and Randy Hinson were
take a major part in carrying celebrating at the Saturday night
out the activities of the YMCA hop.
organization.
-OSCAR SAYBthat he has written to Emily
Springfield College, Springfield, Post and is pleased to inform
Mass., has just received an O- Knot-Head Nueffer that anything
lympic cup it won 16 years ago goes at a tea-dance.

FIVE

4AUPTMAN INNOCENT
SAYS OHIO STUDENTS
Columbus, Ohio—(ACP)— If
a recent poll of Ohio State students means anything, Bruno
Richard Hauptmann died an innocent man.
Of 300 questioned, 161 stated
their belief the Bronx carpenter
should not have been executed.
Typical comment: "I was in
Flemington at the time of the
trial. Hauptmann was not guilty. So many questions remained
unanswered or were not even
asked.
Clarence Darrow could
have saved him."
There are 175,000 attorneys
in the United IStates, 38,600 incubating in the law schools. Too
man, says authorities.
-OSCAR SAYS-

__that he thinks a medal should
be given to Sophomore Reid of
A Company for the finest bit of
stategy he has ever heard of.
It worked on Major Hutson 'Saturday night.
OSCAR SAYS

__that he leaves you not-so-gentle readers now for the arms of
Morpheus, hoping fondly that
some day some of his stuff will
make somebody as mad and him
as famous as did Peter Moody's
epic.

OHIO STATE FORMS
NEW CRIBBERS CLUB
.Columbus, Ohio—(ACP)
hand that never rocked a c die
may nevertheless be an old .and
at a crib.
Not to be out don^ in the mad
race of American v iergraduates
to organize, Ohio
ate students
have formed the
iiiversity So1
ciety for Pron
don of Cribbing (uir ognized, so far, by
he Dea , Commitee on Student Aft'
•) and their researches hav
rought to light many
esoteri:
nd devious way of confoundiiig the unwary proctor.
The commoner methods, such
as cuff-writing, are frowned upon by the USPC, which is interested rather in investigation
like that done by a NYU researcher who discovered that
crib notes could be written with
grapefruit juice on glasses or
watch-dials.
"Pedal Transfer"
The "pedal transfer" is recommended in cases where a pal
needs aid. A note is prepared,
and one foot is placed upon one's
knee. The note is then slipped
into the shoe and the whole device, leg, foot, shoe and note,
placed close to the drowning

$4,0 3 LOSS INCURRED
Y LOSS OF RADIUM
P mceton, N. J.— (ACP)—Two
Princeton professors were burned, and §400 0 worrii 0l radium
was scattered in minute particles
throughout a laboratory here
when a test tube mysteriously
exploded.
Determined efforts to recover
the invisible particles from the i
walls, floors and ceiling of the
laboratory are being made, and
the two experimenters, members
of the Princeton physics department, will undergo extensive
tests in order to determine the
possibility of their having contracted the incurable radium
poisoning.

man, who drops a pencil nearby
and extracts the life-saver.
There are other ways of confusing the instructor, the society reports, citing the case of
a member who had been annoyed
by an overly suspicious proctor.
The examination fell on the first
of April, and the game was therefore legitimate. Noticing the student's repeated glances at a
large watch, the instructor demanded to see it. Written on
the dail were the words: "April
Fool".

fa, "DifeSfians Sufa—smoAc Came/s
Camel's aid to digestion confirmed by Science
Many phases of modern life—the hurry,
worry, and mental effort—tend to slow
down the flow of the digestive fluids.
Smoking Camels helps release you from
this strain on digestion. Renews and
increases the natural and necessary flow
of the digestive fluids.
Enjoy Camels steadily! They encourage that delightful sense of comfort and

well-being that good digestion brings
in its wake. Smoke Camels with meals,
after, as often as you like—for the
pleasure of their matchless flavor...for
digestion's sake... for their cheery "lift."
Camels set you right! You can smoke
as many as you please. Camels never
get on your nerves or tire your taste.
Turn to Camel's costlier tobaccos today.

CoDyrteht. 1986. K. J. Reynolds Tob. Co., Wtaston-Salem, N. C.

METHOD USED.
Credit for paving the
way for the discovery that Camels promote digestion goes
to Pavlov, the great
physiologist. Recent
investigation confirms Camel's beneficial effect.
Dining de Luxe at
Pierre's,NewYork
What will you have? It's
pleasant to imagine. Perhaps Borsch Polonaise to
start. Then Supreme of
Halibut a la Russe, Braised
Lettuce, and String Beans
au Gratin. Then...a Camel
...a crisp salad...a Camel
again ... and an ice with
demi-tasse and Camels!
Camels are part of the art
of dining today. They stimulate digestion—add to the
sense of well-being every
one should have after dining. M. Bonaudi (above),
the banquet manager of
Pierre's, who handles many
of New York's smart "deb"
parties and other exclusive
society functions, says:
"Camels are by far the most
popular cigarette here."

CABINET CONFERENCE
MEETS 1NC0LUM8IA
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Sports Program
Proves Great Aid

Clemson's YMCA Building

Appointments For
Cabinet Named
Installation Service for Newly Elected Officers and
Cabinet Members to
Be Held Next
Sunday

(Continued from page three)

Seventeen Clemson Students
Attend AnnuaJ Cabinet
Training School This
Weekend

the spRndid cooperation shown
by Dr. Lee. W. Milford, Dean of
Student Health and Physical Education, J. C. LiUlejohn, Business
Manager; Jess Neely, Head Coach
SIMPSON IS PRESIDENT
HOLTZY SPEAKS
of Athletics; Colonel R. John
West, Commandant; Dr. E. W.
Early last week W. M. SimpMr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Gen- Sikes, College President; and
son, newly elected president of
eral Secretary and J. Roy Coop- David Watkins, Head of College
the Clemson Young Men's Chriser, Associate Secretary of nie Service Department,
and
the
tian Association announced the
local YMCA organization and many Clemson Students and
personnel of the newly appointed
■the seventeen student members friends who have generously givYMCA Cabinet for next year.
of the Association attending the en of their time and energy toThe cabinet consists of eight junannual (State YMCA and YWCA wards the development of this
iors and five sophomores.
Cabinet Training Conference at work.
Clemson College's modernity equipped Young Men's ChrisSimpson Is President
Beneficial exercise, enjoyment,
the City YMCA Camp near Cotian Association Building wlii ch houses all forms of recreaAt a previous meeting held in
lumbia last weekend returned to group loyalty, social contacts, and
tion and entertainment for the student body, faculty and
the YMCA auditorium officers
the campus late Sunday after- a love for clean sports are a
campus residents. This building serves as a genuine ifactor
for next year were elected. W.
noon following the three-day con- few of the fine results emerging
in the religious and social life of the college campus.
M. Simpson of Williamston was
from this kind of educational
CIELVG.
elected to succeed R. C. ComRoy W. Cureton of Greenville, venture. Long after the physimander as president of the asretiring vice-president of the lo- cal skills of a sport are forgotsociation, C. A. Gray is to be
cal association served as presi- ten or the person is too old to
vice-president taking over the
dent of the State Intercollegiate take an active part those fine
duties of R. W. Cureton and WConference this year. Other of- qualities learned such as teamM. Rodgers fills the post of secficers and members of the or- work, cooperation, fair play, sac(Continued from page three)
(Continued from page three)
retary and treasurer taking over
ganization attending the state- rifice,
courage,
determination,
the duties of P. Q. Langston.
wide gathering are student Y and love for clean living still
From Blue
The modern collegian wants of excellent food.
Cabinet Named
members from Winthrop, Caro- linger on in the heart of that
Ridge, pleasant outings may be
According to Simpson the men
lina, The Citadel, Converse, P. individual.
Education for fine reality. He will not feed on sup- taken to many nearby points of
C., G. W. C, Furman, Limestone, living! Many of the finer quali- erstition not pretend to be what interest such as Mount Mitchell, serving on the cabinet for next
Lander and other state colleges ties of character are derived he is not. He demands reality, Chimney Rock, Lake James and year other than the officers of
and universities.
from intramural sports by those and woe betide the leader or Lake Lure, Little Switzerland, the association includes E. D.
The three-day conference per- participating in them at Clem- companion who tries to put any- Shemount Peak, The Biltmore Wells ir charge of Religious
thing else across. Blue Ridge is
Programs; J. W. Adams, AssL
iod started Friday morning con- son.
a school of genuine questioning Estates, Grove Park Inn, and Chairman Religious Programs;
tinued through Sunday afternoon.
Program Improvements
Pisgah National Forest.
J. L. Cox, Chairman Freshman
The entire training program was
An effort is being made now to where you are encouraged to
Blue Ridge is 15 miles east of
carried out under student ad- include games and sports that speak out the questions that are Asheville, and two miles from Work; D. E. Hudgin, Assistant
ministration. The meeting had as will best fit the temperament and confronting you. It is the clash Black Mountain, or railway sta- Chairman Freshman Wlork; C.
Gray,
Chairman Evening
its most outstanding feature and skill of tne participants. A va- of minds eager to find the truth tion. Blue Ridge is easily reach- A.
numerous talks and discussion riety of sports is being offered and the solution of difficulties. ed by automobile over a network Watch, J. F. Norris, Chairman
groups led by such prominent including team games both mild Jesus is made more real, His or hard surfaced roads. Special Socials; A. C. Payne, Assistant
Christian leaders as Lee Shep- and vigorous, sports of individ- teaching m^re practical, and His railroad rates are offered every Chairman Socials; W. M. Rodgers, Chairman Deputations; L.
pard and Paul Derring of V. P. ual performance, sports of high life more tbf model and stan- day of the summer.
E. Terrell, Asst. Chairman DepuI., Mr. J. O. ISmith pastor of the recreational value, and sports re- dard. One cannot stay at Blue
The YMCA Graduate School
First Methodist Church at Laur- quiring varying degrees of or- Ridge for ten days and not feel holds its summer quarter of 12 tations; B. T. Lanham, Chairever afterwards that Jesus is
man Publicity; and C. C. Fryer
ens and a former Clemson pas- ganization.
indeed the way and the light of weeks at Blue Ridge. This is Chairman Musical Programs.
tor.
Other speakers appearing
regularly chartered college for
the world.
Installed Next Week
on the programs included the
How far reaching the influence gradaute study, the work done
The newly elected officers and
General Secretaries of the state
of Blue Ridge has been may be here is credited by practicaly ev- cabinet will be installed in the
colleges and universities represeen in the denominational as- ery college in the country. Cours- local YMCA auditorium next
sented at the conclave.
sembly. Every denomination is es in Physical Education, Rrecre- (Sunday afternoon.
Miss Helen
Other than the regular schenow
concerned with some kind i ation, Plan Leadership of Boys Henderson, General Secretary of
duled routine of programs carI of encampment for its youth. and Cirls, Religious Education, the Young Women's Christian
ried out aaily the Sunday mornFor many years the denomina- Philosophy of Religion, Bibical Association at the University of
Five
Hundred
Thousand
Stuing program consisted of a lengtions
neglected the training of IntJreDretation, Sociology, 'Eco- Tennessee will be in charge of
dents Quit Classes and
thy discussion on "Some of the
their
youth.
Now in the vicinity nomics, International Relations, the program.
things that will be included in a
Support Peace Movej of Blue Ridge may be found, the Nature Study and others are givwell-rounded program for a YM
ment
I Presbyterians at Montreat, the en annually. A number of emiand YW --'ecretaries of the state
New York—(ACP
An exact
iBaptists at Ridgecrest, the Meth- nent instructors from different test for determining whether or
associations." Mr. Paul Derring
colleges in the South as well as
STRIKE
IS
ORDERLY
odists
at
Junaluska,
the
Episcoof Virginia assisted by the YM
not a person thinks scientifically
palians at Kanuga and the As- the encire faculty of the YMCA
and YW secretaries of the state
New York—(ACP)—Five hun- sociated Reformed Presbyterians Graduate School teach during has been devised by Prof. Victor
was in charge of this discussion. school students left their class
H. Noll of Rhode Island State
this summer quarter.
jat Bon darken, and others.
Leaders Visit Clemson
rooms last Wednesday to partiAccompanying
the
Clemson
cipate in the third annual antigroup back to college Sunday war demonstration. The demonafternoon was Messrs. Sheppard stration was a "dress-rehearsal",
and Derring who were in charge American Student Union Officials
of the vesper program Sunday- said, for the course to be folnight.
SHOWS HIS INDIAN PEACE-PIPE
lowed in the vent America ever
declares another war.
THAT INDIAN PEACE-1 YES, THE CALUMET •" IIT SEEMS THAT
Although no accurate figures
BLUE RIDGE SUMMER
PIPE IS ONE OF THE
IS ABOUT THE ONLY BOTH REDSKIN
AWARDS GIVEN CADETS were obtainable, with the numDECENT MEMENTO
AND WHITE HELD
FAVORITES IN YOUR.
ber demonstrating estimated as
OF OUP. LONQ,USELES^ THE CALUMET
high as 750,0 0 0 by some observ- COLLECTION, ISN'T IT,
DADDY?
According to announcement ers, attendance was obviously
AND BLOODY INDIAM AN INVIOLATE
SYMBOL OF
made early this week the ap- greatly in execess of the 350,000
PEACE
pointments for summer scholar- predicted a few weeks ago by
ships to Blue Ridge have been Joseph Lash, national secretary
made and two Clemson students of the Student Union. The first
are to attend the camp for the strike, in 19 34, brought out only
entire summer. W. M. Simpson 25,000 students.
Last year it
of Williamston recently elected jumped to 175,000.
president of the local association
Orderly Demonstraions
for next year and E. D. Wells of
For he most part, the 1936
Savannah member of 19-36 cabi- demonstrations
were
orderly,
net and chairman of Religious with little interference from opPrograms Committee are to at- uosition groups.
Three storm
NO INDEED SON. PA. IS SO
ONE-WORD DESCRIPTION OF
tend as representatives of Clem- centers developed: The Universi- I GUESS THE
FRAGRANT, COOL, AND
DAY
OF
PEACE
son College.
ty of Kansas, Lawrence College,
SOOTHING, IT MAKES ANY
PRINCE ALBERT: "COMFORTING"
These men are to take an ac- Appleton, Wisconsin, and Temple PIPES IS PAST,
-j PIPE A PIPE OF PEACE
EH,
JUDGE?
tive part in all of the programs University at Philadelphia.
The minute you light up P. A.,
sponsored hy the conference. Last
A tear-gas bomb was tossed
year Clen.son sent four repre- into the midst of a group of 300
you know you've met as cool and
sentatives to the conference, R. listening to a student speaker at
mellow and fragrant a tobacco as
C. Commander, R. W. Cureton, Kansas, and a free-for-all followyou'll ever want. No other tobacco
P. Q. Langston and W. A. Lee. ed. An attempt to break up the
is like it. Prince Albert charms
Temple meeting was made by a
away your cares — brightens the
CREDIT GIVEN GIRLS
number of athletes, who advanclong hours of study. It is "crimp cut." That makes
ed
behind
a
barrage
of
rotten
FOR WALKING LABS
cooler smoking, keeps pipes sweeter. P. A. does not
fruit and flour bags. There were
bite the tongue. It's a national favorite. Read oar open
Ithaca, New York—(AGP) — no serious injuries, and the meetinvitation to all college men to try P. A. without risk.
Walking classes—but for credit! ing was continued.
—are a new feature of Cornell's
curriculum for women.
V. P. I. SECRETARY IS
Every afternoon at 2, 3, and
SPEAKER AT VESPERS
4, a group of eager co-ed pedestrians swings away from the woSMOKE 20 PIPEFULS UNDER NO-RISK OFFER!
Appearing on the regular Sunmen's gym—except on Saturday,
when 2:10 has heen named as day afternoon vesper program
Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince Albert. If you don't find it the mellowhere last Sunday were Mr. Paul
est, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the pocket tin with the
the official hour.
Derring, General Secretary of ths
rest of the tobacco in it to us at any time within a month from this date, and
Unexplained Phases
we will refund full purchase price, plus postage.
The Cornell Daily Sun, is re- Young Men's Christian Associa(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
porting this latest educational tion at V. P. I., and Mr. Lee
Winston-Salem,
Winston-Salem North Carolina
m
development, states only the bare Sheppard, Pastor of the First
facts, leaving some phases un- Methodist Church at Knoxville.
Both of these men are widely
explained.
THE NATIONAL
For instance, the 'Saturday known for their work in the field
JOY SMOKE
in
which
the
ayre
working.
They
walks will he through the Taughannock and Buttermilk Gorges were both prominent speakers
pipefuls of fra(Iboth up and back, * rain or and leaders at the State YM and
grant tobacco in
shine!) and "transformfction will YW Cabinet Training Conference
every 2-ounce tin
held
in
Columbia
last
weekend.
of Prince Albert
be furnished."
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OFFERED ANNUALLY TRIBUTE TO SCHOOL

LASH'S PEACE STRIKE
PROVES B!8 SUCCESS
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Clemson Breaks Even by Winning
ANNUAL INSPECTION
From Carolina and Losing to P. C.

From The Press Box

TERMINATES TODAY

By Bob Cheves

After a somewhat dismal early season start, the Tiger Tigers Win Night Game By «ll"
7-1; Blue Hose Lead by
athletic teams have started to blossom out with victories1
6-2 in Colorful
pouring in from all sides. The track team chalked up its
Contest
third straight last Saturday against Furman, and is now
ready for the state meet this week-end at Clinton. The'
HEAP PITCHES
baseball nine has found itself, and is now resting cozily in'
"HI" Company was the winner
second place in the Palmetto loop.
The Clemson baseball team of a large cake and 10 gallons of
We were right proud of the

(Continued from page one) »

H" CMFMNY WINS two days.
The review of the corps, and
function of the War DeI? 1AMURAL MEET annual
partment, this year included in-

sTiowi:ig that our tracksters made
In the Furman dual meet. Lewis
Hinson proved that he could take
it by getting up to win the two
mile even after falling at the
beginning of the last lap. Although state records aren't official unless they are made in the
state meet, we see great things
for Sophomore Ed Kitchens who
clipped off the 440-yard run in
record time last week. "We can
say the same for Mac Folger
who knocked a second or so off
the record in the 320-yard low
hurdles. Bob Carter lowered his
own state mark in the 120-yard
high hurdles by a fraction of a
second.
Our relay team, composed of McCoy, Cobb, Herlong,
and Kitchens,, tied the record
time of 3.27.
Not to foe outdone by not having the necessary facilities to
have a tennis team this spring,
a quartet of our racquet swingers have banded together and are
going to represent Clemson at
the state meet to, be held on the
Park Hills tennis courts at
Spartanburg, May 14, 15, and
16.
Stuart Campbell, Tate Horton, Tonic LaGrone, and Bill
Mitchell are the lads who are
expected to enter the competition from our school, and their
chances aren't slim by any means.
The first three named are former
members of Tiger teams. Tate
was a finalist last year, and was
one of the duet that captured
the doubles championship.
He
will team with Campbell this
year.
T. S. McConnell has placed
first in the javelin
throw in
every meet this year. Mac Folger hasn't failed to finsh first
in the low hurdles. . . By de|feating the Furman yearlings
last weekend, our Bat track
squad has won both of its meets
this season. Big Don Willis has
been showing up well as a member of the frosh team. Hufine,
whose athletic prowess has been
handicapped by illness, has returned to the field in a track
suit.
He's in prime condition
now, and expects to play foot-

GATS LICK FURMAN
BYCL0SE70TO 61
Clemson Ekes Out OneEvent Victory Over Hurricane by Taking
Relay

In one of the most spectacular
meets of the current seajson,
Clemson's tracksters extended to
nose out a stubborn Furman
squad last Saturday on Rigga
field by a score of 70 to 61. The
wwMMKMMaiHia^agiig^^
winning of this meet established
Clemson as chief contender for
the state track crown.
With the lead changing hands
many times throughout the meet,
the winner of the classic was not
decided until the last event, the
mile relay, was finished. Clemson's quartet composed of McDouble-breasted and Single-breasted with Vest.
Coy, Cobb, Herlong, and Kitchens
New Button-down-CoI'Iar Reigel Shirts.
ran a magnificent race to win,
with a time of 3 minutes, 27 sec- McConnell, discus throw by S.
BATHING SHORTS
POLO SHIRTS
onds.
W. McConnell, and the mile reBOTANY
TIES
High scoring honors went to la
y. . M
Bob King, Furman field man,
Freshmen Win
R. O. T. C. Juniors don't be bashful—■
accumulating 19 points closely
The Clemson rats walked away
Use your Credit
followed by Bobby Carter, Clemwith an 88 1/2 to 31 1/2 vicson luminary.
tory over the Furman Sun- 5ca^KBaw«reMM«iKW<^^
Clemson took nine first places
beams.
to Furman's six, winning the
440-yard dash, the mile by
►♦♦♦♦
Green, 2-mile run by Hinson,
high hurdles, low hurdles, high
jump by Carter, javelin by T. S.
ball next fall. . . Softball has
been creating quite a lot of interest lately, as the company
teams are engaged in a heated
practice league. . . Bandy Hinson
looks like the Bandy of ole, as
he has been hitting the ball at
a lively clip in recent games. He
has gradually pulled his batting
average up, and should be among
the leaders at the close of the
season.
Bed Pritcbett, an up
and coming soph, has been furnishing opposing pitchers with
nightmares with his abihty to
connect with the ole rock.

s

Compliments of
CLEMSON COLLEGE LAUNDRY
lbM aaaaa

s^Taspmma^^^™

'

broke even last week, w.innii^4
one from South Carolina last
Friday night in Columbia, 7-1,
and dropping an other to Presbyterian on Tuesday at Clinton by
the score of 6-2.
Behind the spasmodic pitching
of Ed Heap, the Tiger batsmen
found their eye under the floodlights to administer the Gamecocks a drubbing in the first
game of the season's series. Between the two rivals Richey,
Shore, and Courtney led the hitting for the Bengals, while the
control of Heap pulled the team
out of several pinches which he
placed them in.
The Presbyterians received revenge for a recent Tiger victory
by taking the Bengals down a
peg or so in their 6-2 conquest
Tuesday.
A three-run scoring
spree in the second gave the Blue
Hose a commanding lead which
they retained throughout the remainder of the contest. Richey's
catching was the shining light
for the losers.

spection of barracks, personnel
inspection, full dress parade, special drill demonstration, examiice cream by virtue of their cap- nation of all theory classes, and
turing first place in the freshman a demonstration by a war
intra-mural track meet held last strength company.
week on Riggs Field.
With a well-balanced team, the
winners garnered a total of 37
1-2 points against 28 1-2 tallies Shoes Re-Whitened by most
for their nearest competitors,
modern methods
A, Company, D Company was a
close third with a grand sum of Sell your used boots and Sam
28 units, followed by E with 25.
Browne Belts at the
W|. T. Gill of Company E leer
the individual scoring with 17
points. Benton Young of K and MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE
Red Pearson of OD followed In
SHOP
order with 16 and 12 tallies, reWhite
Ace
Shoe Polish
spectively.

^Bam^K
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MAGNESIUM LIMESTONE

I

GRIFFON FINE WHITE LINEN SUITS

— at —
HOKE SLOAN'S MEN'S SHOP

MAY 10TH
Is Mothers Day
Beautiful Display of Whitman's, Norris and
Hollingsworth's

MOTHERS DAY CANDIES
A WIDE VARIETY OF MOTHER'S DAY
GREETING CARDS RANGING IN PRICE
FROM 10 CENTS TO 25 CENTS.
All Candy Packed Ready for Mailing.
Make your reservations today.

PULVERIZED

COT
'O-M'E'STON.E:
(Write for Information)
»

American Limestone Company
GENERAL BUILDING

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

X. (2. 0'JImUn
tDzua (£ompanu7 cine.
P. S. McCOLLUM, President

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Way Announces New Taps Staff For
Next Year; Folk and Martin Heads
(Continued from page one)
T. I. Martin is a native of
Florence and is a student in the
school of engineering. He holds
the military rank of first-sergeant and is vice-president of the
junior class.
Folk will be assisted next year
by a staff consisting of nine
members of the present junior
staff. They are: H. P. Bacot of
Lamar, photo editor; H. C. Tracers of Charleston, associate photo editor; T. M. Rickards of W.
Palm Beach, Fla., literary editor;
A. W. Lagrone of Edgefield,
sports editor; B. D. Wells of
Savannah, Ga., feature editor;
W. M. Gordon of Ware Shoals,
advertising manager; F. D. Patterson of Valhalla, N. Y., associate advertising manager; V.

STUTTS, CX.ASS OF '28
R. T. Stutts, graduate of Clemson Textile School in 1928, has
resigned his position as overseer
of carding at Monarch
Mills,
Lockhart, S. C, to accept the
superintendency of the Woodside Cotton Mill Plants at Fountain Inn and Simpsonville, S. C.
A collection of 400 phonograph
records assembled by the late
Senator Bronson Cutting of New
Mexico has been presented to
Swarthmore College.
M. Shell of El Paso, Texas, art
editor; Arnold Oiglesby of Elberton, Ga., business associate.
All of these men have seen
service on this year's annual as
members of the junior staff. With
the exception of Oglesby they are
all members of the rising senior class.
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BELL IS SECRETARY OF
TIGER BROTHERHOOD
At a meeting this week of Tiger Brotherhood, F. L. Bell, of
Lancaster was elected secretarytreasurer of the organization for
the coming year.
Bell is a popular sophomore
holding the office of president of
his class. He is a corporal and
is taking a pre-medical course.

Clemson Uniforms are Made By
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND, Inc.
PHILADELPHIA
'gJgJBggEIgHgEieigEBl^

Judge Keller Sells—-.
Expert Watch

FLORSHEIM SHOES,
FREEMAN
VICTOR
FIVE
SHOES

Repairing
Any

Type

Crystals

Fitted

WHITE DUCKS

$1.00

SANFORIZED DUCKS

$1.40

Ties,

PAUL FEINSTEIN

Sox,

Underwear,

Pennants,

"JUDGE" KELLER

CLEMSON, S. C.

.y.,,;i,N

the SANTA MARIA
Columbus' Flag Ship

the shipthat
7brought
«ht Columns
^o ca
to Am^
..andtobacco

to the ™°

ria

History tells us that

.. and now
throughout the world
smokers are saying

© 19i6. tiecErr te MYMS TOBACCO CO.

SHOES,

when Christopher Columbus' sailors
took tobacco back home with them
everybody hailed it as one of the first
new pleasures in years.
Today tobacco gives more pleasure
to more people than ever before.
Many different claims are made for
tobacco, but most everybody agrees
on this . . .
Smoking is a pleasure and the
cigarette is the mildest and purest
form in which that pleasure can
be enjoyed.

Belts

♦•• i

